SOUL LIGHT - Fourteen
THE BOUNDLESS SELF (part 4)
Reconnecting deeply and meaningfully with our truly boundless Self brings us
into harmony with everything else that is real.
We disown our previous reliance on the unreal and recognize that getting
ahead , keeping up , proving our worth , doing them proud , going for it ,
m aking it happen , winning and such aspirations of com petitive, selfcentred triumph are truly (as John Laws has said so repetitively) simply
keeping the dream alive .
We disown the illusory dream.
We move into harmony with the naturalness of the world.
The trees and plants become our fond neighbours.
The streams and mountains become our warmest friends.
The animals in the ocean, on the land and in the air become our adored aunts
and uncles.
All the peoples of the Earth become our deeply loved brothers and sisters.
The planet itself becomes our cherished Mother.
Our universe becomes our respected Father.
And the God existent within all and everything becomes our beloved Source in
which we recognize we have our being.
In such realness there is no desire to exploit the earth for any greed or harm
any of its inhabitants in any way.
In such realness there is no space for war or abuse.
Soldiers turn their weapons into ploughshares; the violent turn their hatred
into a million acts of kindness.
Wealth eagerly shares its abundance with poverty.
The healthy warmly share their abundance with the hurting.
Seers happily share their abundance with seekers.
In such realness there is no place for divisive religions.
Jesus dances with Brahma and Buddha as Yahweh and Allah sing along with
songs of love. Lao Tze keeps the rhythm on drums, supported by Krishna on
sitar. Zarathustra plays keyboard.
Around them devotees of the Divine Presence in a hundred thousand guises
embrace and form a ring of living life expressing love.
The Boundless Self finds itself back hom e
in a space in tim e from which it
never left.

What will your Boundless Self consciously and joyfully share this week
with whom?
I d love for you to share your stories of this week s song and dance with
m e ..so I can share with others.
Love and Blessings,
Les

and

